
 

     SERGEANT YORK is a June, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

United States   1941   black-and-white    134 minutes   live action feature war 

drama   Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. / First National   Producers: Jesse Lasky and 

Hal Wallis 

 

8 of a possible 20 points                                                               ** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Points 

1         Direction: Howard Hawks 

1         Editing: William Holmes 

1         Cinematography: Sol Polito; Arthur Edeson for battle sequences only 

1         Lighting 

1         Screenplay: Aben Finkel, Harry Chandler, Howard Koch, John Huston from 

            the WAR DIARY OF SERGEANT YORK by Sam Cowan,  

            SERGEANT YORK AND HIS PEOPLE by Sam Cowan, and  

            SERGEANT YORK --- LAST OF THE LONG HUNTERS by Tom Skeyhill 

1         Music: Max Steiner   Orchestrator / Arranger: Hugo Friedhofer 

0         Art Director: John Hughes 

1         Sound: Oliver Garretson 

1         Acting 

0         Creativity 



8 total points 

 

Chief Cast: Gary Cooper* (Alvin York), Walter Brennan* (Pastor Rosier Pile), 

Joan Leslie (Gracie Williams, Alvin’s eventual wife), David Bruce (Bert Thomas), 

Stanley Ridges (Major Buxton), Margaret Wycherly* (Ma York),  

Dickie Moore (j)* (George York), Ward Bond (Ike Bofkin), Noah Beery, Jr. 

(Buck Lipscomb), Harvey Stephens (Captain Danforth), Charles Trowbridge 

(Cordell Hull), Charles or Carl Esmond (German Major), Robert Porterfield 

(Zeb Andrews), Howard de Silva (Lem), Clem Bevans (Zeke), Joseph Sawyer 

(Sergeant Early), Frank Wilcox (Sergeant), Donald Douglas (Captain Tillman), 

Pat Flaherty (Sergeant Harry Parsons), Lane Chandler (Corporal Savage), 

Frank Marlowe (Beardsley), Jack Pennick (Corporal Cutting), James Anderson 

(Eb), Guy Wilkerson (Tom), June Lockhart (j)* (Rosie York), Tully Marshall 

(Uncle Lige), Lee “Lasser” White (Luke, a target keeper), Erville Alderson 

(Nate Tompkins), Charles Middleton (Mountaineer), Victor Killian (Andrews), 

Theodore Von Eltz (Prison Camp Commander), Jane Isbell (Gracie’s Sister), 

Frank Orth (Drummer), Arthur Aylesworth (Marter, a bartender), Elisha Cook, Jr. 

(Bartender), William Haade (Card Player), Joseph Girard (General Pershing), 

Jean Del Val (Marshall Foch), Douglas Wood (Major Hylan), Ed Keane  

(Oscar of the Waldorf)  

 

     One of the most popular films of 1941, SERGEANT YORK owes its continuing 

vitality chiefly to its performers. Gary Cooper met and befriended the title 

character before essaying to depict his life on screen. He captured splendidly 

the idiosyncrasies, philosophy, and modesty of Alvin York. It wasn’t 

aggressiveness which made York an American folk hero, but rather his refusal to 

inflate himself or his actions and a consistent scorn for self-promotion. 

     Since SERGEANT YORK’s producers elected to shoot in California, background 

scenery is patently artificial, a stark contrast to genuine dialect speech 

ornamenting an otherwise unexceptional script. Trying to offset unconvincing 

vistas with faithfully reproduced interiors fails to establish credibility in this 

instance. This is due to a camera that stays locked primarily on faces. Specific 

furnishing details are shrunken and marginalized in backdrop compression.   



     Lacking the deep focus of contemporary production CITIZEN KANE, this 

Warner Brothers film only hints at rural Appalachian decors and textures, 

wasting both time-consuming artisanship and research.     

     As the story begins, a country church service is being rudely interrupted by 

drunken roistering outside. Chief among disrupters is Alvin, who at this early 

stage in his life is not inclined to devotional conduct. Raised in a fatherless 

home, the youth vacillates between respectful obedience to Ma and rebellious, 

alcohol-fuelled hooliganism. Ma is unfortunately an enabler, who excuses 

destructiveness as a shield against despair. Unable to infuse a religious spirit in 

her eldest child, she looks to her community’s self-installed preacher to lead 

him back to social responsibility. Pastor Rosier Pile, played with considerable 

expressiveness by Walter Brennan, is neither street corner evangelist nor 

hypocritical huckster. Strong in memory and faith, he evidences tolerance, 

compassion, and affability. Rosier’s positioned well to influence others in the 

community. He is definitely a product of his environment, open to progress and 

novelty, yet also safeguarding useful traditions and values. Above all, he 

practices daily what he preaches and expects his congregants to do likewise. 

Even a church-shunner like Alvin finds the preacher worthy of attention and 

hospitality. 

     Someone else in the area also has more than passing interest in the character 

of Alvin York. Teenage Gracie Williams, a daughter of more affluent lowlands, is 

attracted to Alvin’s strength, humbleness, and flattering chivalry. Though willing 

to flirt with others, it’s apparent she is devoted to separating the lad from his  

tavern habits and buddies. Miss Williams hopes to make a respectable citizen 

and husband of him, achievements which might just require divine intervention.  

     In actuality, Bible reading, baptism, and prayer transformed Alvin into a man 

of conviction. Only the second of these prods was judged cinematically enticing 

enough to show on screen. Instead of a lengthy, quiet, internal process of 

conversion from secular to spiritual, the movie provides an attacking lightning 

bolt to explain its hero’s return to religion. Today this seems insulting to viewer 

intelligence, a miscalculation as inappropriate as equally stupid erasure of black 

characters from the story. Even assuming no close relationship existed between 

white and black residents of the Kentucky-Tennessee border region during this 



time period, those folks could hardly avoid occasional encounters. This is not 

evidenced anywhere in SERGEANT YORK, which is too busy promoting 

patriotism to deal with the more controversial issue of segregation.         

     Postponing marriage due to lack of financial resources, Alvin tries to use a 

similar ducking stratagem to avoid army enrollment when war is declared 

against Germany and its allies. With encouragement from Pastor Pile, Mr. York 

claims to be a conscientious objector whose religious principles prohibit 

violence. This doesn’t wash with draft officials, who find no documentation for 

the ordination of Pile. Nor can they locate any published creed he and his 

church follow. In their eyes, Alvin York is just another cowardly shirker trying to 

escape rigors of army life. 

     How wrong they were. Belatedly, commanding officers discover York to be an 

expert sharpshooter and instinctive leader. He is truly opposed to war on 

principle, seeing direct contradiction between the commandment prohibiting 

murder and army orders. Given a history of the United States by a sympathetic 

superior to weigh against his customary Bible, York is granted a leave to ponder 

whether his conscience will permit shooting a firearm at another human. 

Eventually, by rereading the famous Gospel passage exhorting separate tributes 

to government and religion, Alvin becomes persuaded the world’s current 

situation demands personal military intervention.  He returns to camp 

determined to wage war in order to defend peace. York sees not a political 

enemy, but rather an evil intention that must be thwarted. Subsequent actions 

are spurred by the concept of sacrificing some to preserve many. Lurking behind 

his behavior is the traditional concept of the scapegoat whose death will justify 

the lives of others. 

     So what results? lllusory peace, marriage to a childhood sweetheart, 

promotion to national hero, metamorphosis into living legend. A generation 

later, the same situation recurs with even higher stakes. Once more, insular 

America is challenged to confront overseas evil. Will it accept its duty? 

     When the film periodically escapes clichés and stereotypes, it does so 

through a combination of expressive faces that burn themselves into memory 

and understated, quietly moving acting. Most typical of that are performances 

by June Lockhart as younger sister Rosie York, Dickie Moore in the role of kid 



brother George York, and Margaret Wycherly as stern, plainspoken Ma York, a 

woman whose face bears deep etchings of age and mirrors unflinching stoicism. 

     Though appropriate, Max Steiner’s music is more intrusive and expository 

than either ambient or reinforcing. It leans to the overcooked and 

unappetizingly familiar.  

     Sound and lighting are adequate, but not incisive. Neither is distinguished. 

The same holds true for cinematography, though studio budget constraints and 

inevitable comparison with similar setups in ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN 

FRONT diminish both impact and potential creativity of battle scenes envisioned 

by Arthur Edeson. 

     Substantially more than simplistic propaganda, SERGEANT YORK falls short of 

contributing significantly to ongoing debate over pacifism and aggressiveness. 

Nonetheless, it retains power to entertain, making the motion picture still 

worth at least one viewing. Howard Hawks’ most profitable picture is suitable 

for teens and adults, but weighted down with too many period stereotypes to 

make acceptable viewing for preteens not yet in possession of a mature 

historical education.  

     This two-disk dvd release by Warner Home Video includes two highly 

recommended documentaries: John Mulholland’s 2006 SERGEANT YORK:  

OF GOD AND COUNTRY running 39 minutes, and film critic Richard Schickel’s 

1989 GARY COOPER: AMERICAN LIFE, AMERICAN LEGEND, an objective homage 

to an iconic actor. The latter totals 46 minutes. Both are perceptive and 

informative. Each is fitting fare for family viewing. 

     Also among the special features are scene selections, a trailer gallery of films 

featuring Cooper totaling 14 minutes, and a short animation from 1941 by Fred 

“Tex” Avery titled PORKY’S PREVIEW. It’s one of the lesser releases from 

Termite Terrace. But about halfway to the end it soars into some visually 

astonishing inventions distinctively Avery’s. PP is acceptable family viewing and 

definitely worth a screening. Lastly, the set offers a live action short shot at a 

lion-training center. LIONS FOR SALE attempts to be humorous. However, it’s 

too blatantly obvious, laden with predictable witticisms. This 1941 color release 

features commentary spoken by Knox Manning, cinematography by  

Ray Fernstrom, editing by Louis Lindsay, with writing and direction by  



Del Frazier. The movie is visually suitable for all but preschoolers, who might be 

terrified by lion closeups. Its verbal content will shoot over the heads of most 

preteens. 

     Overall, an excellent, enjoyable package from Warner Brothers. 


